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Abstract

Taint analysis is a form of data flow analysis aiming at secure information flow. For example, unchecked user input is considered typically as “tainted”, i.e., as untrusted and potentially dangerous. Untrusted data may lead to corrupt memory, undermine the correct functioning or privacy concerns of the software otherwise, if it reaches program points it is not supposed to. Many common attack vectors exploit vulnerabilities based on unchecked data and the programmer’s negligence of foreseeing all possible user inputs (including malicious ones) and the resulting information flows through the program.

We present a static taint analysis for Go, a modern, statically typed programming language. Go in particular features concurrent programming, supporting light-weight threads dubbed “goroutines”, and message-based communication. Beside a classical context-sensitive taint analysis, the paper presents a solution for analyzing channel communication in Go. A longer version of the material will appear in [2].

1 Motivation

The high-level programming language Go is gaining traction, being used in various software products like Docker and Dropbox, as well as for Android and iOS applications [4]. Support for concurrency based on goroutines and channel communication lies at the very core of Go’s design. While standing, at least syntactically and in spirit, in the tradition of C, Go is lightyears ahead compared to the more low-level language C, when it comes to considering “secure” computation. Two notable improvements on that front are Go’s advanced static type system and the absence of pointer arithmetic. But still, the concurrency features and the intended distributed and mobile applications and platforms, make the task to ensure secure computation more challenging. In open, interactive and even mobile applications, it is even more vital: One needs to ensure that unchecked, arbitrary user input does not reach sensitive points in the program, potentially leading to memory corruption or other violations, and that private data does not go astray, leaking to the outside or other applications.

To counter such vulnerabilities, we have developed and implemented a static taint analysis, which is a specific form of flow analysis, for Go. The analysis is context-sensitive, covers reference types and relies on the corresponding packages of the Go-compiler. In particular, we cover sound analysis of taint information flow for channel-based communication.
2 Static taint analysis

Information flow analysis [3] is widely studied and used for many languages, including Java and C, but is currently not implemented for Go. A taint analysis identifies flows of private information to untrusted places, e.g., a SMS to the attacker, or untrusted information such as user input passed on or processed without sanity checks. We will concentrate on the former type (privacy-based) of taint analysis. The analysis defines private information and untrusted places through a list of sources and sinks. In that it can be seen as a form of a def-use-analysis. Sources are API calls which could read sensitive data, and sinks are API calls which can write data to an untrusted place. Our taint analysis is static and context-sensitive, concentrating on direct information flows.

2.1 The Go programming language

The small example from Listing 1 illustrates the analysis, highlighting a few Go features. The main function spawns a call to f as a new goroutine (think “thread”) using the keyword go, handing over the freshly created synchronous channel via the actual parameter ch. The channel is (obviously) shared between parent and child goroutine, and used to communicate string values from parent to child and, thereby, also synchronizes between them: sending to the channel is done in location n6 and reading from it in location f2. The example defines two functions source and sink, whose only purpose here is to illustrate the concepts of sources and sinks for the taint analysis. Go supports pointers (though no pointer arithmetic as in C): In the example, the argument to the sink-function is passed as a reference.

2.2 Implementation

Building upon similar analyses such as [5], the implementation is context sensitive, i.e., a function call (including asynchronous functions) is analyzed differently depending on the call-site context, which, in our case, is a “value context” containing information about the taint status of the actual parameters. The analysis partly relies on existing technologies and libraries.
First, we use Go’s static single-assignment (SSA) intermediate representation for a worklist-based iteration algorithm. Secondly, we use an inclusion-based pointer analysis (see [1]) to handle pointers in a more precise way.

Figure 1 shows the flow graph for the example program, where the nodes correspond to the “line annotations” in the code. The implementation uses a worklist algorithm for fixpoint iteration, working through the nodes. In the example, the sink-function is called twice, once in the main function with the untainted string value "hello, world", and in the child goroutine executing $f$. In the latter case, the value delivered to the sink is received via the channel connecting the two goroutines, and in that case the value originates from the source-procedure. To correctly have the analysis report a possible flow of tainted data from a source to a sink, we introduce for each created channel a new type of data flow node, with incoming edges from the send-operations to the channel and outgoing edges to read-operations that may access the channel. The transfer function for the new node only transfers the lattice value of the channel (see the node labelled TA(...) in Figure 1), and not the complete lattice of the writing node.

Listing 1 uses the unbuffered channel only once. In larger programs buffered channels or many writes to a channel are likely. If a channel receives a tainted and an untainted value, the static analysis will over-approximate the channel’s taint status to the lattice’s top value $\top$.

3 Potential for monitoring

For some paths, a static analysis overapproximates the results, and a dynamic analysis under-approximate the results. If we introduce monitoring for these parts, we can improve our results. A scenario is to use monitoring as a sanitizer. A sanitizer works like a white list and changes a tainted value to an untainted, e.g. applying the hash function on a password should change the lattice value to untainted. A classical taint analysis ignores that the hash function changes the taint status to untainted and produces a false positive. A more complicated approach is to monitor the concurrent behavior of a program. The idea is to influence the scheduling so that a tainted value will only take safe paths.
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